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ACTUS-XL Camera body
With the introduction of the ACTUS-XL series,
Cambo’s system is now extended across the Actus line
of camera products. Where the Actus Mini excels in
being the lightest and smallest camera platform, the
ACTUS-XL system is a fusion of both the Actus and
Ultima camera platforms, maintaining full camera
movements.
Modular is the keyword. The Actus-XL accepts all
Actus lens plates and lens adapters, sharing the
same mount. On the rear standard you find an easy
exchangeable frame holder for either a digital back
or a DSLR/Mirrorless camera body.
Both front and rear standard have lateral movements,
vertical adjustments, swings as well as tilts, all for
optimised control over perspective and selective
sharpness.
The default 300mm monorail is suitable for short,
medium and long focal length lenses. A separate
focus slider and fine focussing racks make it not
only quick but very easy and precise to focus.
The compatibilty with the Actus Mini platform allows
the use of a variety of lens adaptors in combination
with several camera bodies. These system bodies are
mounted with their bayonets to the upright holder,
which can rotate between landscape and portrait
position within a second. This can be done without
having to remove the camera body or bellows.
When using a digital back, the upright holder
will accept any of the Cambo SLW-adapters. For
photographers that are using digital backs without
Live View, there is an adapter mount available for
the Cambo sliding back. There are lens panels
available for #0, #1 as well as #3 shutter systems,
both mechanical and electronic lenses can be used.

ACXL-965
bayonet frame
optional bayonet

ACXL-970
digiback frame
optional adapter

ACTUS-XL Camera specs:
Overall size length / width / height: 310 x 145 x 340 mm (incl. lenspanel holder and digital back holder)		
					
310 x 145 x 315 mm (incl. lenspanel holder and camera body holder)
Overall weight including mount:

4,8 kg (incl. lenspanelholder and frame holder)			

Horizontal lateral movement:		
50 mm (25/25) both on front and rear
Vertical movement:			
40 mm (20/20) both on front and rear
Tilt :					+20o / -20o both on front and rear
Swing :					+20o / -20o both on front and rear
Coarse focussing range:		
120 mm (max. extension 160 mm with default rail)
Fine focussing range:			
40 mm both front and rear
Available digital back adapters:

SLW-80
SLW-89
SLW-81
SLW-83
SLW-87

Hasselblad-V
Hasselblad-H
Leaf Afi/Sinar HY6
PhaseOne XF/DF /Mamiya AFd
Contax 645

Available system camera bayonets:

AC-780
AC-781
AC-783
AC-785
AC-786
AC-787
AC-788
AC-789
AC-790

Canon-Eos series
Canon-M series
Nikon-F series
Leica-M series
Sony-E series
Pentax-K series
MicroFourThird cameras
Olympus-OMD series
Fuji-X series

Ordering information:		

ACTUS-XL-DB Camera Body: 99010982 (incl.bellows and holders)
					ACTUS-XL-35 Camera Body: 99010984 (incl.bellows and holders)

A choice of additional accessories:
Lens plates:
ACB-0/ACB-1/ACB-3 - ACB-ALP/ACB-WRS
Lens adapting plates:
ACB-39/ACB-HA/ACB-RZ/ACB-CA/ACB-NF/ACB-LR/ACB-M645/ACB-P645
Actar lenses:
ACTAR-24, ACTAR-60
Bellows WA or Macro: AC-212/AC-216 - ACBD-252/ACDB-256
Monorail Extensions:
ULM-15/ULM-25/ULM-42
Compendium:
AC-343
Conversion frames:
ACXL-965 for Bayonet / ACXL-970 for digiback
-for more accessories and more information about accessories see: www.cambo.com
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